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Abstract- Casting is the process which used in foundry industry and it is impossible to make a defect free casting but the regular efforts have
been made by the company for the minimization of the defects like shrinkage defect ,sand inclusion etc. main issues with the defect of the
casting is that there is number of reason behind defect formation in casting so in this research paper an approach has been made so to identify the
main defects which forms and there root causes with reasons behind it on the basis of the data taken from the foundry industry and then we will
make use suitable method which will help in minimization of percentage of the defect in the foundry industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Casting is the process which started very long ago
3000 BC for the making of the arrows.it is very
complicated process so for doing it in a efficient way
one should be closely monitoring the process while it
have been taken otherwise will lead to pure loss. In the
process of casting the main thing which we have to
take care of the things which have involve in this
process and have the main concern to achieve the zero
defect of the casting product so for that one have the
knowledge of the parameters and the main influence
which effect the product and which have been
responsible for the defects in the products mainly
industries were making so much effort forthe
minimization of the defect in their product so that the
loss and the amount of rejection in their finished
product have been reduced and so for that one have to
search and find the main root causes of the defects
which have been most common and try to resolve it.
The main defect which have been found in the foundry
industries are as follows1. Shrinkage defect
2. Blow hole
3. Sand burning
4. sand inclusion
5. Mis-run
6. Gas porosity
7. Cold lap

1) Shrinkage Defect
Shrinkagedefect occurs when the availability
of molten metal is less to compensate the
shrinkage. It is the most common defect which
have been found in mostly foundry industries.
Shrinkage defect has been classified into two types
:1) Open shrinkage defect
It is open to the atmosphere so the open cavity
have been compensate Two types of open
shrinkage pipe and carved Pipes form at the
surface of the casting and burrow into the
casting, while caved surfaces are shallow
cavities that form across the surface of the
casting.
2) Closed shrinkage
It is also known as the shrinkage porosity it
have been formed Isolated pools of liquid form
inside solidified metal, which are called hot
spots. The shrinkage defect usually forms at
the top of the hot spots. They require a
nucleation point, so impurities and dissolved
gas can induce closed shrinkage defects.
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Fig.1 Shrinkage defect
2) Blow Hole
Blow hole is a type of a cavity defect. Gases
entrapped by solidifying metal on the surface of
the casting, which results in a rounded or oval
blowhole as a cavity. Frequently associated with
slags or oxides The defects are nearly always
located in the cope part of the mould in poorly
vented pockets and undercuts.
It is classified into two types :1) Pin hole-it is tiny holes.
2) Sub surface blow hole- it is holes on the
surface which can be seen only by machine

Fig.3 Sand burning
4) Sand inclusion
It is the defect which have been formed because the
sand close to the casting surface combines with
protuberance at other point. It is one of the major
defect found in the casting and the chances of the
inclusion of the sand has been too much if there is any
fault on the process of the casting and it also known as
scab or a blacking scab.

Fig. 4 Sand inclusion
Figure 2 :- Blow Holes

3) Sand burning
It is also called burning on effect. Itcan happen
when sand is subjected to high temperature causes
sintering of the Bentonite and silicate components.
In addition, the always present iron oxides
combinewith the low-melting-point silicates to
form iron silicates, thereby further reducing the
sinter point of the sand.Sintering and melting of
the impurities in the moulding sand enable the
molten iron to penetrate even faster,these layers
then frequently and firmly adhering to the casting
surface.

5) Misrun
It have been the defect of the incompletion of the
metal when the the molten metal has been nt able to
fill the cavity into the proper amount so this has been
happen it is known as mis run.

Fig.5 Misrun
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6) Gas porosityGas has been trap into the cavity hydrogen dissolved in
aluminum alloys, moisture from waterbased die
lubricants or steam from cracked cooling lines. Present
air in the cavity before the shot. It caneasily be trapped
as the metal starts to fill the cavity. then the air
compressed as more and more metalstreams into the
cavity and rises the pressure. When the cavity is full it
becomes dispersed as small spheres ofhigh pressure
air. The swirling flow can cause them to become
elongated.

Fig.6 Cold Lap

7) Cold lap
It is a crack with round edges it occurs mainlybecause
gating system is poor and the melting temperature is
low. It is also called cold shunt it also been happen
when the two metal do not fuse properly and streams.

Analysis
In this analysis we have to close monitoring on the
industry and take the reading of the production defects
and the amount of the rework rejection in the form of
the scrap and the riser so it can be used after doing
machining on it and these data has been collected.
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Fig 1.8 Line chart
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So the purely rejected metal and the scrap metal was observed and the following observations were obtained. The
defects were distributed according to their percentage in below :-
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Fig:- Representing the percentage of various defects
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Conclusion
This research paper observes the impact of the casting
defects in the foundry industry. These defects were in
large occurrences and should have to reduced. So in
this paper we observed that the amount of the defect
due to which pure rejection and scrap (rework needed)
minimum about 2% and 15 % respectively on which
the percentage of the defects like shrinkage, gas
porosity, misrun, sand inclusion, sand burning, blow
hole, cold lap. These are the main defects which we
obtained out of these shrinkage sand inclusion and gas
porosity have been found in the more amount as
compare to the others for that we the reason behind
these percentage of moisture, nature of sand,
temperature, size of mould, location feeder and
sufficiency of molten metal we work on this and
modify according to need so that defect have
minimized to its optimum level and loss in the
industries reduced.
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